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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 

May 6,  1994 

Honorable Al Gore 
President of the Senate 
Washington,  DC 20510 

Dear Mr. President: 

Section 213 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994, directed 
the Secretary of Defense to develop, in consultation with the Director, Office of Science and 
Technology Policy, and submit to Congress, a plan that "establishes and clearly defines 
priorities goals and milestones regarding modernization of space launch capabilities for the 
Department of Defense or, if appropriate, for the Government as a whole " It also directed 
the Department to examine requirements for a new launch system, identify the means of 
reducing production costs for current launch systems, and conduct a comprehensive study of 
the differences between existing U.S. and foreign expendable space launch vehicles. 

This latter study on the differences, which is to be completed by October 1, 1994, will 
be provided separately and is not addressed by this action. 

The Department is not now in a position to submit the plan that establishes priorities, 
goals, and milestones for modernization, as required by section 213. The Department, 
however, has developed a plan for modernization of space launch capabilities and is 
forwarding herewith the Executive Summary of that plan. This summary should be viewed as 
the first step in complying with section 213. The summary identifies the options for 
modernizing the current expendable launch vehicle fleet, the milestones for each and 
associated development and operations costs. At this time the Department has not selecteda 
specific option, nor have we chosen to implement any of the »conmiendaturns. Tho e actions 
will be addressed as we formulate the Department's fiscal year 1996 budget. That budget 
submission will respond fully to section 213, because we will have chosen a specific plan of 
action, which, in turn, will establish the goals, priorities, and milestones for implementing that 

plan. 

A similar letter has been sent to the Speaker of the House. 

Sincerely, 

John M. Deutch 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Enclosure 



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE SPACE COMMAND 

5 May 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:    HQAFSPC/CV 
150 Vandenberg Street, Suite 1105 
Peterson AFB CO 80914-4020 

SUBJECT:   Space Launch Modernization Plan 

In December 1993, you directed that a study group be formed to address the FY 94 Defense 
Authorization Act tasking to develop roadmap options establishing priorities, goals, and 
milestones for the modernization of US space launch capabilities on behalf of the Secretary of 
Defense. From January through March 1994, an inter-agency study group with participation from 
each of the nation's four space sectors-defense, intelligence, civil, and commercial-examined this 
complex issue. 

Primary goals of the study were to investigate all facets of space launch, develop a 
comprehensive understanding and data base, and foster as much consensus among the 
government agencies as possible. The attached Executive Summary highlights the findings and 
recommendations of this group and has been coordinated by your staff through all appropriate 
executive agencies. In addition, detailed sub-panel annexes are being finalized; they should 
provide supporting data and rationale for the Executive Summary. Finally, a summary briefing is 
available for presentation to interested parties. 

During the course of this three-month intensive effort, the study team developed a set of 
roadmap options for modernizing US space launch capabilities. These roadmap options include 
sustaining current space launch systems, evolving current expendable launch systems, developing 
a new expendable launch system, and developing a new reusable launch system-all keyed to 
payload user needs to minimize transition costs. For all roadmap options, we recommend 
revitalizing the US "core" space launch technology program. 

Though this study does not recommend a specific program approach, we believe the roadmap 
options we have defined will provide the Department of Defense a range of choices to help the 
United States reduce the cost and improve the operational effectiveness of our space launch 
capabilities. 

THOMAS S. MOORMAN, JR. 
Lieutenant General, USAF 
Chairman, DoD Space Launch Modernization Study 

GUARDIANS OF THE HIGH FRONTIER 
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SPACE LAUNCH MODERNIZATION PLAN 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. Tasking 

Section 213 of the National Defense ^£^^t^l 
(Appendix 1) direc* ^^T^ÄÄ Technology Policy 
consultation with *e„ Dlr^0'' s

u™ . , defines priorities, goals, and 
(OSTP), a plan that establishes_and cleariy den P büities for ^ 
oulestones regarding modernization of spa« £™        P   ag   whde-- It 

Department of Defense or,lf ^P^'^RECDEF intends to allocate 
ds„ directed that the plan specify whether the SECDEF m ^^ 
funds for  a new  space launch vehicle  or^other^ 3     ^       FYDp) 
development initiative in the nextfuture Years Defens      ^   ^^ 
For   any   new   non-man-rated   expendable   or   re 
SmoJgy development or acouisition ,dentifi £nU»P^ t, and 

exploration of innovative government - ^^jj^. Additionally, 
acquisition strategies to --""f^ ^Pan provide a means of 
the congressional f^"^Jf£u^ vehicles. Finally, the Act 
reducing the cost of producing existing ^™" vs and foreign 

«««^.-Pa^^tor^tSrSo^. to be prepared in 

„     ^      ^ „r nofsnse (DOD). the task was assigned to the 
Within the Department of Defense «£("'> * ,       USD(A&T), who 
Undersecretary of Defense for Aq»»^W»»1,gy, Launch 

S 5™" • T° HanÄ-* P^ »23 D°e!emher 1993 ?Appendix 2). 
Modernization Plan (SLMF      ine rim  , (Appendix 3) to prepare 
The TOR established ».F^^SÄ^Ä guide the effort, 
the plan and a Steering Group £PP™*X £ stud   Group t0 examine space 

j^TÄT r^menS* ^^^SJ^^ 
XÄrCo

fn=tS^^ 'S i-m^ve^funding and 
management. 

T     .w-      ,>,p TOR directed the Study Group to compare U.S. and foreign In addition, the TOR directeaine y manufacturing,   processing, 
space  launch  systems  m  terms   of  design reiiability, and 
management, and iBfrastruc^^e^^e^ ^^^ tQ 

S£Ä ^^^days^r c^'son with foreign systems he 

completed by 1 October 1994. 
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B. Approach 

^^iT^ZttZT Genr Th°maS S- M~, Jr.. Vice 
and   Steering   Groups   hadbrlT"* * 1"d "» **• B°* the Study 

co~ics ?d spa« ^ÄLsnssxr thfreom
D *•Naüona' Commerce and Transportation fh» m-iv l"AbA)> "<> Departments of 

U.S. Space CommandDefense'all^*«7 departments, the Joint Staff, 
Defense (OSD). The Stud' Grmf» I ?" the °ffice of *• S""tary of 
period, while the s£Ä^PJ^ S»^™»* during the sSdy 

effort. ThegmdingprinaPleZuäour*es1t^y * TT and "*** tha 

a™ng all sectors-defense, in fce dS L?' ^ C°nSenSUS 

launch needs, solutions, and priorities eommercial-on space 

~£Ä^ ^PTe the Nation, 

agencies, industry, laboratories andUhinS rT131™ fr°m Gwernment 
and roundtable discussions ™th c^Snafm' ? '"^f^ inte™ews 

executives, and cnrrent and past naS 7 , ^ and Staff- industry 
devel0ped a detailed ^derstfnlgTtneZwff8' J"6 Stud* G™P 
needs and identified "facts of life" thatunaJtf , f1"* caPaMi«es and 
developed four „pti„ns ^ associated »^ * ' Ch°iCeS- The ^»»P »hen 
each one in terms of requirements safisW 7 r°admaps md messed 
analysis and findings V "antna STVnd ^ Details on the 
contamed in Annexes A throughE classkl l7 r a"d r0admaPs •» 
mte,hgence sector are documenfed in atmp^mTtfd %£££ % - 
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C. Background 

The environment ^^^«££^±£ 

SÄ^-^SSr^ÄiS L environment, a -ad review 

of^rent circumstances and forces is essential. 

1. Policy 

Past national space poHcies ^ve emphasued *e need^r a - access * 
Tpace. The current national pohcy context is ton.ed by ^^ 
Roving the Nations ~^g ™™ ^ from defense 
competitiveness a   well a' by encour gi g completion, OSTP was in 
to U.S. commercial industry. As thisway n ^ embodying 
the pcocess of^e oping ^*«Ä - included specific 
this theme.   While past ana evom g ^ability, little progress 
direction on modernizing the Nation s space »™        v d interests in 

has been made due in large part ^^X the Executive 
this area and the inability to »al"^C°Xhs Jw dWft space launch 

^^^^S^tSTSt'^- -— for 
implementation. 

2. Prior Studies 

included for background. 

a. p,nort of thr ftiWM i   ' i """" ■ M"H% g'gJSraüür 
PlWMI (tllf taMlltHlf B^Wft *S™g*^strator on the overall 
December 1990, this study advised the NASA A™"SI balanced U.S. 
approaches NASA management^uUu^* —^ of general 
space program in the ruture.    iw« ""*      . 
concerns affecting Americas space program, including 

•      Lack of consensus ^n,„..0. 
•.     ^l^^r^o?=ir=al prohlems or 

unrealistic program goals 
.      Institutional aging and large bureaucracies 
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• Need to maintain a technically qualified work force 
Declining technology base whose scarce resources are often threatened 
by mission needs 

• Limited resilience of the Space Shuttle. 

Not surprisingly, the SLMP identifies some of the same issues today in 
relation to the U.S. space launch situation. The Augustine Committee 
recognized that access to space is "the most fundamental building block 
without which there can be no future space program" and recommended 
reducing dependence on the Space Shuttle, developing a new, unmanned (but 
potentially man-rateable) launch vehicle, and maintaining an advanced 
launch system technology program to enhance current and evolving 
capabilities and provide a basis for new and revolutionary launch systems. 

k The Futur? Of the U.P, Space Launch Canahilitv (the Aldridtrp 
SfaflY). Chartered by the National Space Council and completed in 
November 1992, this study examined the Nation's spacelift needs and 
recommended proceeding immediately into the development of a new 
expendable launch system called Spacelifter--a medium lift vehicle in the 
20,000 pounds to low-earth-orbit class with modular growth up to 50,000 
pounds to accommodate heavy lift requirements. The report noted that 
technology efforts such as the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) and the 
Single Stage Rocket Technology (SSRT) programs were essential to future 
generations of fully reusable space launch systems. The report recognized 
the high costs of the Space Shuttle and suggested that an eventual solution 
to its high cost must be found. Finally, the report, recommended that a new 
management structure, to include a launch "czar," be created to provide more 
centralized planning, integration, and coordination for implementing the 
Nation's launch strategy. 

c' NASA Access to Ppa.ee fttllriy. Completed in 1993 in response to 
tasking in the FY 93 Appropriations Conference Committee language, 
NASA's Access to Space Study examined the Nation's space launch needs' 
The agency studied three options: Option 1 maintained the Shuttle and 
current ELV fleet until 2030; Option 2 examined a new expendable launch 
system using state-of-the-art technology with a transition date of 2005- 
Option 3 developed a new advanced technology, next-generation reusable 
launch system with a technology demonstration program and an operational 
transition date of 2008. NASA recommended adoption of Option 3. 

d*     POP Bottom-Up Review.     The DOD Bottom-Up Review (BUR) 
completed in 1993, included a review of DOD's space launch program -- 
taking into consideration commercial concerns, the needs of the civil space 
sector, and impacts on the U.S. industrial base.   The BUR examined three 
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>■    ■•   Alternative 1 a life extension of the current expendable DOD alternatives.  Alternative 1, a » f launch system;     and 

flee,    Alternate *J^£?*fi%^ ^„logy launch system^ 
Alternate» 3   ^^Sdly eliminated as a viable alternative, but a 
Alternative 3 was eventual J included in Alternative 2. 
-^"^inÄÄi-to was  a desirable 

*° ^ttsf rstt rr ternt' "., P^ «. *-. 
tCthe° DOD spS:i llunch program in the FY 95 President's Budget. 

3. Management 

• cprtnrs coexist in the national space community: defense, 
Four major ^J0«™ ^ Each sector has distinct space missions 
intelligence, civil, and commercial.   * cultures and practices, 
and to a significant degree has devf*^^^*s-  The first step 
However, spacelift is a mission tha; iscommon to a Verstand the 

*rÄ^ «* —rs of spacellft 
systems and services 

Cop,w    The defense sector's principal objective is to have a.   Defense Sector,    ine aeienbe B * t it  warning, 
efficient and cost-effective space ^«^^SB from space, 
surveillance, communication, ^^^^^^e on smaller, 
The evolving National Military Strategy Places ™™™A™ around the 

more mobile military forces to respond ^ ™^d™ ^unch capabilities 

SU"S?ä 5== »"i:s».......—- - 
focus on medium lift capabilities. 

b. Intelligence Sector. The -^^^^^^tlat'are 
information to national and military decisionfakers, ^^ ™ 
generally large and expensive so ^^ «ÄL to any 
concern. The intelligence sector is also concernedjexpendable 
new launch vehicle because of experience with transitions^from «P^ 

long launch delays. 

c.   Civil Secto,   Human ^^^1^" 

ÄSSSSTulSrJSStS^ spacke launch system. 
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For the near term, NASA plans to meet its Space Station assembly and 
resnpriy reqnirements with tiie Spaoe Shnttle and Russian Proton and Soyuz 
boaters For its scientific, communications relay, and earth obsenrahon 
Sons, NASA will rely on a limited number of medium hit expendable 

boosters. 

d. Commercial Sector. Todays commercial space launch "V*"™*.are 
nominated bv geosynchronous communications satellites. Both commercial 
friut builders 3launch service providers want low launch service price 
and dependable launch schedules, creating a natural synergy between the 
^fnf the defense and the commercial sectors. Although commercial 
:^tivtess characterizes the dialogue in this sector tineGovernmen,s 
the predominant purchaser of launch products and services, and today there 
are „^opportunities to significantly expand the space launch market. 

e   New Management Models. Many different management schemes have 
been pTopo^d to deal with the new, more stringent environment.   One of 
particular  interest  is   a   proposal   to   establish   a   q"»*J™>£ 
corporation similar to COMSAT.   TU. corporation wouli be **£™J* 
Conn-ess to develop, operate, and sell spacelift services to U.S public ana 
privSe customers, 'such a corporation would provide a national enti* that 
derates on business principles and practices top,^.f^^S 
As a quasi-public entity, the corporation would deal directly ™* sPacel™ 
users such as NASA, the Air Force NOAA, and <°™d "«£^£ 
U.S. Government would invest in the corporation-about $3.5 b. lion.over the 
first 5 to 7 years of the corporation's existence-and would include a 
continuing anchor tenancy agreement.     While  many questions  remain 
con ermng implementation, the fundamental concept appears to address 
many management problems that the Government has found mtractabto   On 
STÖrtier hand, discussions with a variety of industry leaders as wel as those 
tounar wTth 60MSAT-like activities led the Study Group to conclude Ort 
ateent a major breakthrough in the commercialization of space  this very 
tooovative approach is not required at this time, but should continue to be 

examined. 

4. Economics 

a. Space Economics. Roughly 6 percent-of the DOD budget is spent on 
space of which about 20 percent of this funding is spent on apa«laun^ 
figure roughly on the order of $2.5 billion in today s dollars In contrast 
sp^e actfvitL make up about 93 percent of NASA's; W ^h 
aeronautical activities accounting for the remaining 7 percent Launch costs 
ac"or about 31 percent of NASA's budget-about $4.3 billion m todays 

dollars. 
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b. Hardware Costs. Within debase £*£«-. - *£*£ «£ 

?! and Atlas II) -d,h^e ^^t^bnities have been addedt these 
^^.^E^£EÄtw contracts are awarded in the late 
are expected to increase aga g() nt..approaching $325 

Ä su^rtZXuon^ oJCr year versus todays rate of 3 per 

year. 

c   Faflure Costs.    Launch accidents are cosüy. J^/^d Is 

growing.    Falure to a^we pr ^   Achieving predicted 

S^e^S rX^st^failure by half, but low launch rates 

make meeting these performance goals difficult. 

..   ™   w. •' While the overall DOD launch demand is decreasing, d. "Niche Markets.   While tne over« d        es of 

KITA =£££ Sä "*-. 5- • — » 
or launch rate of more than nine per year. 

Flgurj^Ll^HSch^^ 

Shuttle (8) 

Titan IV (3) 

Weight to LEO (Klb) 
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e. Competitiveness. The commercial competitiveness of the U S fleet has 
eroded over time.   Figure 2 below shows cost per pound of payloadto geo 
transfer orbit for all launch vehicles.  The chart suggests that U S systems 

HoCl^ ' Hre ge^erally PriCG COmpetiti™^ ^ ™^y- However, there is some evidence, anecdotal in nature, which smrzests that 
subsidization may permit competitors to price .«»^tolUeÄ^ 
curve shown m Figure 2. Besides pricing, it is clear that other factors are a 
play such as international politics, perceptions about U.S. launch systems 
reliability and schedule dependability, and marketing techniques thafafco 

S^^iTül17^ r^ f^   There ™ ^neqrarconlt: and concern that the U.S. will be even less price competitive with the advent 
of the new Ariane 5 system and the increasing use of the non-market 
economy launchers-China's Long March and Russia's Proton and    el 
relatively new commercial sector-the small communications satellite market 

secto s   butenth:      ?TCally Change ^ SpaCe l3Unch landscaPe of all mur sectors,  but  the  actual  size  and viability of this  new  element  of the 
commercial    sector   are    still    uncertain.       A   recent   IWfLnt    „f 
Transpo^tion   office of Commercial Space Transpo^io^^ OCsTstudy 
estimated the size of this market for 1994-2005 at between 4 and 10 medium 
aunches for constellation deployment and between 8 to 12 small lalXsTr 

constellation sustainment, noting that this estimate is highly uncer^n 

"Price" ($M) 

250 T 

200 ■■ 

150   - 

100 ■■ 

50 •■ 

0 

Figure 2: CostP^r Pound 

$16K/LB, Titan IV 

Titans-/" " 

Arlane 44L^^'Ö    ** 
Atlas HAS^^y*!!^^ 

Arlane Goal 
S8K/LB 

-+   I   I   I   I   I   I   I   I  4 

0    12   3 
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1     i 
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Group >- „„j„rt;on capacity. ^Utoomuchproduction capacity. with too muuiF  
- -tt:n- any large corporate resources to 

AH launch providers are wary ofcomnntt««W^LB These companies 
^ dernize their produc^l^|^SUlment as low and uncertain^ 
view the risks as high and the return o ^^ availabie, grven 

Ld a major modernization effort. 

5. International Factors 

Foreign space ^^^fX^^^^'°^^ The European Space Agency (ESA) will «nwi * of Russian 
•nto the'future.     Bilateral  agreements hm     ti^ ^ d 

medium/heavy launch ^ce&
A
nn^T^tion)   Beyond 2000, the Russians 

until 1994 (with a "^^g^^*™- Ja?an " ^^ ^ and Chinese can be expected to.be n^^W base limitatlons will 
market with the H-2 booster, but its price an 
constrain its market share. 

In addition t. the competi^^^^^^"^1^ 
commercial launch market ^ fenced by Qnal consortlum with 
and politics.   For example, INTEL^U. an primarily on  cost but 
close to 130 member nations, bases launchers*e^n P oviders and 
also considers the need to maintain ^^^en the environment, 
the political interests of consortium ^f^ year are actually open for 
«o^^ioBtBBÜuAü^nto^Bat^V^ beBeved that 

bid by all launch service I*mders. ^^^0 ^capture a significant 
relatively little that can be done in the_ne* gh       roughiy 30 percent 
portion of the market.   Hence, theUJ^ma      modermzation initiative, 
since 1990, will not change significantly absent a 

n      i       „v,    cervices   is   increasing,   there   are 
While   the   competition   for   launch   serviL For example, U.S. and 
opportunities for increased cooperation m spacelitt. 
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Russian cooperation in space endeavors is growing. Changes in foreign 
policy have encouraged and resulted in significant U.S.-Russian cooperation 
underscored by the Space Station agreement and trade with Russia in space- 
related products and technology, Russia possesses highly effective space 
launch systems and technologies that may provide attractive alternatives to 
domestic systems or technologies. However, the United States must also be 
cautious of creating unacceptable dependencies. 

6. Technology 

The Nation's space launch technology investment-Defense, NASA, and 
industry-has dropped dramatically in the last 2 years from $570 million in 
FY 92 to $351 million in FY 94, a decrease of nearly 40 percent. The drop in 
funding is due primarily to major program cancellations including the 
National Launch System (NLS) and the Space Nuclear Thermal Propulsion 
programs, which exposes a weakness in our technology strategy. 
Dependency on major programs for the technology base provides robust 
funding while the program is healthy, but the efforts are eliminated as 
programs are canceled. 

Leaving out industry investment, the combined DOD/NASA space launch 
technology total for FY 94 is $312 million, with much of the funding 
earmarked for specific developments. Only 14 percent of the total, or $45 
million, supports DOD core technology efforts. Without a change in priority, 
funding will decline in FY 95, leaving a total of about $31 million. These 
funding levels are insufficient to accomplish a meaningful core space launch 
technology program. 

7. Operations 

a. Launch Delays. As a result of system design choices made years ago 
and the primacy of performance requirements, U.S. launch systems do not 
have the desired operability characteristics. Delays adversely impact cost, 
DOD mission performance, and throughput for defense and commercial 
customers. Delta is the most operable U.S. expendable launch system today 
with average delays of 22 days. For Atlas, recent statistics show an 88-day 
average delay. Titan must be considered a system still in development with 
long on-pad processing times-the average Titan delay is 223 days. 
Hardware tends to dominate delay statistics, but evidence indicates a 
significant percentage of the delays are traceable to faulty instrumentation. 

b. Manpower. U.S. launch system manufacturing and operations are 
manpower intensive. Current system designs fundamentally limit processing 
and operability improvements.   U.S. manufacturing processes extend from 

10 
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the plant to the launch pad« fJ^SlÄ Ä« 

ategory, the launch P-^X^^. In the case of 
disproportionately large and <^"^f"^^ greater launch activity 
Titan IV,  the launch team is sized ior buu „ g  launch bases are 

t TT <= snacelift systems all meet their capability 
c. Capability f*^n* ^^„fletoced operating and performance 
requirements, but often at the I™*°" necessitates expensive increases 
margins. Growth m payload mass typically n ^^ force 

S space launch vehicle P=rf-«^^"^ding launch pads 
expensive changes '»^S*Xt   extensive   redesign   and 
r

rrahUtiVSrno"xists for future payload weight growth in 

the current fleet. 

, KeUability. ^^^^^S^S^S- 
a „umber of factors ^'fng.0^^ while systems that include more 
The Delta II has quite ^hJell^s

ty"h as Attas and Titan IV, are net as 
stages, hardware, and flight events^such as ^A s 

reliable. Likewise, flight ratetorty™P ity to identify and 
flight rates, such as Delta ".na™ ' h     .jy^ jy.  Flight 
correct problems than those £*^*%fi£ faction learning curve 
rates are tied directly to P™d"c?°° ^pTenjoys higher production rates, 
and quality. Delta, in contrast to Titan W, enjoy 
which help to increase system reliability. 

responsive, either *& Vf fee best by tfae very nature of their size. As 
complex. Small launch vehicles fare bestby_^e^ decreases.  One 
system size and complexity increase system responsi^ ^ n 

measure is the flight rate for each^system  On t ^ ^ ^ ^ 

can launch up to 12 missions P^a • ™ut ^ per year.    Shuttle 
year. On the low end, Titan IV can launc labor intenslve 

-^rOftfcLttTeSCd hÄ the only system with a 
^1 SÄ« -pability is Delta II. 

I. 
11 
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D. Requirements 

There are widely divergent views within the space community on "how to 
define and characterize spacelift requirements. Traditionally, definition has 
focused on mission models and fundamental performance parameters. Early 
on, the Study Group concluded that a new method was needed to investigate 
requirements. Spacelift system requirements were analyzed using a Quality 
Function Deployment (QFD) process to define, develop, and rank system 
requirements. This methodology allowed participants of all four space 
sectors to develop a preliminary set of requirements that represent the 
"wants" of all the sectors. 

Five    top-level    requirements    were    developed-capability,    operability, 
economics, mission success, and responsiveness: 

. Capability describes the system's ability to provide accurate, sufficient, 
predictable, and repeatable performance in operation. It covers access 
to multiple orbits, crew transport (currently a unique NASA 
requirement), launch rate, launch system performance, and payload 
accommodation. 

. Operability describes the spacelift system's ability to accomplish the 
spacelift mission in a timely manner and to support customer needs. 
It includes supportability, maintainability, operable processes and 
designs, availability, and schedule dependability. 

• Economics describes whether the system is efficient to develop, 
operate, and support. It addresses the entire spectrum of cost- 
effectiveness and competitiveness. 

. Mission success describes the system's ability to satisfy spacelift 
requirements with a very low incidence of failure. It is characterized 
by system reliability, crew survival (currently a unique NASA 
requirement), payload survival, and effectiveness. 

. Responsiveness describes the ability of the system to quickly and 
dependably respond to changing requirements. Responsiveness 
includes resiliency, ability to launch on need, and flexibility. 
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E. Current System Capabilities 

Current U.S. spaced syf msshare ^^^Ä^ 
expendable systems are all derived, *» <me aegr maximum 
^ssile systems, ^launch systems ope ^t orvery^ ^ ^ ^ 

performance eapabmty. In »W»«^^. flight margins, operability, 
ASK Ä-r STthe enrri, spacehft systems m 
terms of the above requirements. 

^SS^^r^E^^^f^^^^ 
Spacelift 
System 

Capability 
(Performance; 
Launch Rate) 

Less than 1,000 
lb to LEO (east 
or polar); 4 per 
year 

4,200 lb to LEO 
polar; 3 per year 

4,200 lb to GTO; 
9 per year 

Operability    I     Economics 

Modern, operable 
design; 
maintainable; 
routine 
operations; 
contractor 
logistics support 
Refurbished 
ICBM - no 
enhancements; 
contractor 
Inpisties support 
Most dependable 
ELV; some AF 
logistics support 

$14 million per 
(light; only flight- 
proven 
commercial SLV; 
very producible 

1.0 mission success 
rate 

Responsive- 
ness 

2-4 month call 
up; standard 
interface 

$35 million per 
flight; hand- 
refurbished from 
ICBM 

$40 million per 
flight; modern 
production line  

0.75 mission 
success rate; 1.0 
launch success rate 

4,970 lb to 8,450 
lb to GTO; 4 per 
year 

Up to 10,000 lb to 
GEO, 49,000 lb to 
LEO; 4-5 per 
year (both coasts) 

Contractor 
logistics support 

Up to 53,500 lb to 
LEO; crewed; 
8 per year 

Contractor 
logistics support; 
not designed for 
operability 

Contractor 
logistics support; 
some operability 
features  

$90 million per 
flight; modern 
production line 

1.0 mission success 
rate 

$250 million to 
$325 million per 
flight; very low 
production rates 
(3 per year) 

0.863 mission 
success rate for 
Atlas-Centaur 
system 

90 day call up for 
DMSP; 66 days 
on pad 

i 98 day call up; 56 
i days on pad 

No call up; 50 
days time on pad 

$375 million per 
flight at 8 per 
year 

0.857 mission 
success rate; still in 
development 

0.982 mission 
success rate (ops 
flights only) 

180+ day call up; 
110 days on pad 

12-33 month call 
up; 21 days on 
pad 
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F. Centers of Gravity 

over  time      The   centers   of gravity  for   spacelift   and   the   results 
improvements in each center are as follows: 

. Production and launch rate and stability-Reduce the.hight coirto * 
launch; maintain production, processing, and operations continuity, 
and improve the ability to meet reliability goals. 

. Reliability-Control the high costs of failure and thereby improve the 
availability of resources for investment. 

. Technology availability-Provide a foundation for force modernization 
at reasonable cost, schedule, and technical risk. 

.    Space launch m«Wmen*-A^ 
*        from   available   technologies   to   fielded   capability,   and   reverse 

technological and industrial drift and atrophy. 

.   Funding commitment-Move beyond the austere upgrades to current 
^        fystemf that limit the U.S. ability to perform its mission and compete 

effectively in the international marketplace. 

The recommendations of the Study have been assessed using these centers of 
gravity to ensure that they work these high-leverage areas. 
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G. Options 

The Study Group developed four options for modernizing U.S. space launch 

capabilities: 

.    Option 1: Sustain existing launch systems 
Option 2- Evolve current expendable launch systems 

'.   Option 3: Develop a new expendable launch system 
.    Option 4: Develop a new reusable launch system 

options descnbe a range        PP or  system program  office 

sustainment and modermzation. 

1. Core Technology 

A key eleme„t of any program ^«^X°^^^^ 
space launch technology investment     Currently, ^ *     increase 
technology is funded at roughly $45 million per year A time-phasedm^ 
from that level to $120 million per year would allow DOD to pmue 
£^Wto space launch technology ***?%^™£ ^ 
range of future launch system and P™^, °P^ns' ^? ^^^eSearch 
berin with an appropriate distribution of the FY 94 Advanced Kesearcn 
&MPA) funding consistent with congr_l direction. 
Areas for increased technology investment are shown m Figure 4. 

2. Sustainment 

Spacelift system sustainment covers the launch bases, space launch 
complexes (SLCs), and the ranges. The majority of sustamment sfunded by 
the Air Force through the Space Launch Infrastructure Investment Han 
(SLIIP), an investment strategy that includes both critical upgrades to SLCs 
and the Range Standardization and Automation (RSA) program^ The Am 
Force's commitment to improving the infrastructure is <""™»*"*<Jta 
sustainment under the SLIIP addresses critical upgrades to launch pads and 
their associated complexes.   When RSA is completed u> 2003, it wül have 
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brought the ranges1 1950s equipment and methodologies up to the state of 
the art. Current range equipment and facilities must be sustained until the 
benefits of RSA are fully realized. 

Figure 4: POD Core Space Launch Technology 

Expendable 
Unique 

Common 

Reusable 
Unique 

Propulsion 

Low Cost Engine 
Storeble Propellents 

Clean Solid Propellents 
Hybrid Propulsion 

Upper Stage Propulsion 
Russian Engine Test 

Simple Pumps 
Chambers/Injectors 

Tsst Bads 
Hiah Energy Fuels  

Vehicle 

Low Cost Booster 

Linear Aerospike 
Advanced Propulsion 

Praburner 
•Turbopumps 
Tripropellants 

Adaptive GN&C 
Al/Li Structures 

Composites 
Low Cost Mfg 

ManTech 

Operations 

Primary Structure 
Insulation 

Reliable Sensors 
CryoTanks 

Aerothemno 

Automated Processes 
Health Management 

Non Destructive 
Inepection 

Leek Free Joints 
Fault Isolation  

Racovery/Refurbishment 

Total FYDP Unfunded Core Technology Investment $384M (CY94$) 

94 
$0M 

95 
$45M 

96 
$89M 

97 
$86M 

98 
$83M 

99 
$81M 

3. Transition Windows 

Transition costs for new launch systems include those for concurrent 
operation and maintenance of old and new boosters, infrastructure, and 
personnel until all payloads are being launched on the new system(s). One 
way to minimize this cost is to ensure new launch systems are available in 
time to influence designs for new satellites or planned satellite block 
changes Each of the options has been structured to make maximum use of 
program phasing such that new launch systems are introduced in convenient 

transition windows. 

.    Medium lift: 2003-2005 

.    Heavy lift: 2005-2007,2009,2011-2013 

.    Space Shuttle: 2006-2010. 

4. Option Descriptions 

a Option 1: Sustain Existing Launch Systems. Option 1 maintains the 
current fleet of launch systems-Delta, Atlas, Titan, and the Space Shuttle- 
for the foreseeable future. Funding, based on the FY 95 President s Budget 
includes only "austere" upgrades to enable missions, improve reliability and 
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safety, or to address obsolescence. 

NASA plans to continue Space Shuttle operations through the early part of 
the next decade and to continue to use existing ELVs for science missions. 
The NASA budget funds a focused technology program for reusable launch 
vehicles accomplished in cooperation with planned DOD technology 
investments. Tentative plans include conducting flight demonstrations prior 
to the turn of the century. Such demonstrations could support a Space 
Shuttle replacement decision in 1999-2000 with credible cost and 
engineering data. At that point, NASA will either recommend a new start for 
a Space Shuttle replacement or will program additional safety and reliability 
upgrades to the existing Shuttle system and procure an additional orbiter. 

The FY 95 President's Budget includes money for a competition for a medium 
class launch vehicle (MLV IV) in FY 96 to support operational Air Force 
launches. The Request for Proposals (RFP) for MLV IV may contain 
provisions for support to new DOD on-orbit capabilities: the ALARM early 
warning satellite and advanced EHF satellites. 

Market-driven industry downsizing may reduce operating costs from current 
levels. Under Option 1, per flight costs are anticipated to be as follows. The 
range in costs are due to differences in booster type and configuration (w/ or 
w/o an upper stage). 

.    Medium lift: $50-$125 million per flight 
• Heavy lift: $250-$320 million per flight 
• Space Shuttle: $375 million per flight. 

b.    Option 2:    Evolve Current Expendable Launch Systems.    Key 
features of Option 2 include flying out current launch vehicles already on 
contract, evolving a family of launch vehicles from current systems by 
consolidating medium and heavy lift booster families, and fielding the 
evolved vehicles to meet payload transition windows. This option would cost 
between $1.0 billion and $2.5 billion in CY 94 dollars, but would significantly 
lower operations costs by increasing production rates. Private financing may 
be available for this option with suitable Government guarantees, such as 
anchor tenancy or low-interest loans. 

As in Option 1, NASA will continue Shuttle operations through the early part 
of the next decade, continue to use existing ELVs for science missions, and 
fund a reusable technology program with coordinated DOD investments. 

Option 2's acquisition approach includes a competitive procurement with the 
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^est^ Propose (RF^^-^^^^r^Ä     4 
^ous sets of payload weight and- ^dtclude firm cost targets . I 
operations concepts.   fey^Wele^^^^    ^    ^   mcentlve        J 

.   Space Shuttle: $375 million per flight. 

c.   Option 3= Deve,op a New ^^X^ZJSS^ 
WOuld correct deficients m arm* exp^ndatd, ^ ^.^ 

entirely new lannch vehicle fan,ly ™* ^ / approach for a new 
operabihty, and cost. Tins d^, ^^ ly

P
cLp„sed of a common core 

expendable system would use -T^J^^o/stages, upper stage(s), 
vehicle and/or common m^orJu^™S

ch Lüities. There are two major 
payload fairings, and processmg and la^"\' ld foUow. (a) replace only 
paL a new expendable system ^P^™, nt ELVs and the Space " 
?he current expendable systems <>r (b ^« ^ significant additional 
Shuttle.   Replacing the Space ^uÄ»™^ r q ^^ 
investment for crew rating enhancements and pers 

systems development. 

The nonrecurring development ^«^*tte 
Itimatedtobeinthe$5bilhonto W ^ ^.^ $5.$6 

.   Medium lift: $40-$75 million per flight 
.   Heavy lift: $80-$140milhon per flight. 

Personnel launch: $90-$190 milhon per flight 
.    cigoTransport: $130-$230 million per flight. 

d. Option ,. Develop a New «--»-^^1 

develop   a  ™?/^^iT^Zro^   operabihty   and 
substantially   reducing   flighcoste g significant advances 

IäE äS 3—i *•*--■ «■ °ption is based 
on a phased development. 

,  •    4.    „r,r»0r.ake a focused technology 
The overall approach for Option 4 is to undort*a ^ ^ ^^ 

*Ä^rXS- and production of a fleet 
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■■ of operational vehicles. A parallel technology development and flight 
demonstrator program would be conducted to define technology and 
engineering feasibility and risks before committing to full-scale system 
development. 

Because of the wide range of technologies, designs, and operating concepts 
;   among the various reusable concepts, the cost estimates for a new reusable 
| launch system span a broad range.    The technology development and 
| demonstration would require $0.6 billion to $0.9 billion.    The cost for 
|j engineering development ranges from $6 billion to $20+ billion.   This wide 
I range captures the most innovative industry approaches on one end and 
I NASA's estimate from Option 3 of the Access to Space Study on the other end. 
1 The cost for procuring a four-vehicle fleet ranges from $2.5 billion to $10.5 
I billion spent beginning in the year 2004 and continuing through 2009. 
f Although the nonrecurring development and procurement investment is 
| relatively high, the annual operational cost of the fleet is estimated to be in 
| the $0.5 billion to $1.5 billion range, compared with today's annual Space 
^Shuttle and expendable launch costs of over $6 billion. 
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H. Roadmaps 

The Study Group developed roadmaps from the system options described 
above. Each roadmap contains main elements from one or more options as 
well as common elements, such as core technology, infrastructure 
improvements, and transition opportunities. Each allows for technology 
maturation and changes in strategy by showing appropriate transition points 
between options. The roadmaps also include a focused technology segment 
that both supports the specific set of options displayed and maintains a 
healthy generic spacelift technology base to preserve future choices. 

1. Roadmap 1: Existing Systems. 

This roadmap, shown in Figure 5, focuses on retaining the current space 
launch systems through at least 2012 with appropriate service life extension 
programs. Service life, extension is accomplished by the Titan IV Reliability 
Program and the Medium Launch Vehicle Follow-On Buy. Both of these 
programs involve a minimal set of critical upgrades to the current systems. 
This roadmap also shows potential transition points to all three of the other 
options. NASA would continue to fly the Shuttle for human spaceflight 
operations and Space Station resupply. 

2. 

T 
e 
v 
g 

€ 

1 

Option 1 

Opsfon 4 

SLVs 

Figure 5: Roadmap 1--Existing Systems 
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2. Roadmap2: Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle. 

This roadmap, ^ÄÄÄ^Ä- 
evolving one or more of the current space launcn ^ 
vehicles to meet the »tire nahonal nus^.on modeh 
suboptions:   either continue, tol*r™an ™Jtof' ^^ ^ heavy 

evolving a medium launch vehicle (MLV), « «^       ,     NASA continues 
launch vehicle (HLV) requirements into one system^^ Station 

to Ay the Space ^^^ÄSTi» ^vaneed 
support. In parallel, the U.b.^overnm supporting  a  later 

technology  ^«^^^H^u^ÄcO^) with'a decision point 
decision to develop a reusable ^^^^ to the new system, 
in 2008 whether or not to transition DOD payloads to tne ne 

Viffiirefr Ron-*"°r2--rcvolvedELV 

94 95 96 97 
no QQ nn m 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 1112 13 

Option 2 Sludy 
—-yV A      Fry EvolvBd ayntiw 
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4. Roadmap 4: Reusable Launch Vehicle. 

This roadmap, shown in Figure 8r highlights Option 4, which develops a new 
reusable launch vehicle. This roadmap includes an extensive, robust RLV 
technology maturation and demonstration program identical to that in 
Roadmap 1. The only difference is that this roadmap assumes the decision to 
implement Option 4 is made. A decision point for a heavy lift RLV is shown 
in 2008. 

Figure 8: Roadmap 4--Reusable Launch Vehicle 
94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 
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I.   Findings and Recommendations 

The study developed 15 findings and recommendations divided into four 
groups: 

• Fundamental drivers of the space launch industry 
• Critical drivers of cost, capability, or operations 
• Special focus areas 
• Current operations enhancement areas. 

1. Fundamental Drivers of the Space Launch Industry 

Finding #1: Excess production and processing capacity exist within 
the space launch industry. 

The space launch industry grew up in times of increasing budgets, strong 
national interest, increasing requirements, and a technology base that 
produced many satellites with limited lifetimes. The result was a high 
launch rate and a robust space launch industry. Today, we do more mission 
with fewer satellites, and the on-orbit lifetimes are very long. The net result 
is that the launch rate has decreased markedly, yet the industry still has 
multiple providers with several families of launch vehicles and a capacity to 
produce more than is needed. Different elements of the industry have 
developed niches of capability, each of which operates at low, inefficient 
rates, and none of which remain cost-effective. 

Recommendation #2: A major objective of future modernization 
efforts should be to reduce industrial overhead through downsizing 
and reduction of niche markets. 

Finding #2: Industry is unwilling to fund major space launch 
modernization alone, but private "up front" investment may be 
available given United States Government guarantees. 

Because of high costs and decreasing demand, the space launch industry has 
little incentive to make the significant capital investment necessary to 
modernize its product lines. Several innovative funding concepts exist, some 
of which may require special legislation, that could enable the Government to 
become a partner with industry to encourage modernization, such as off- 
budget financing (e.g., loan guarantees, tax incentives, government 
indemnification), and anchor tenancy (guaranteed minimum launch rates 
and prices).   Such guarantees would also encourage private investment to 
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levels perhaps as high as $1 billion. 1      P( 
1      c\ 

w 
o 
1 
t 
( 

Recommendation #2: DOD should pursue innovative incentives to 
encourage private and industrial investment in space launch 
modernization. 

Finding #3: Driven by user (DOD and National) requirements and 
current booster and spacecraft technology, heavy lift is required for 
the foreseeable future. 

Any restructure of the space launch industry will require a solid 
understanding of the range of lift capability required. The number of 
launches of the Titan IV, today's HLV, has decreased substantially. 
Therefore, it has been suggested that the Nation could move all satellites to 
either medium launch vehicles or to the Space Shuttle, eliminating the need 
for a heavy lift vehicle. The Study Group examined in detail the user 
requirements that drive heavy lift and the technology potential for heavy 
satellite downsizing to MLV class payloads. These heavy lift requirements 
are principally intelligence related, including but not limited to military 
operational and science and technology (S&T) intelligence requirements. 
Intelligence needs and technology limit the potential to downsize intelligence 
satellites, and it is unlikely that any known technologies could enable similar 
mission success at MLV weights and sizes in the near term. 

Recommendation #3A- In the near term, DOD must continue and 
improve heavy lift capability 

Recommendation #3B: In the longer term, DOD should review and 
revalidate its intelligence requirements (both operational and S&T) 
that drive heavy lift. The NRO should continue to examine advanced 
spacecraft technologies that could provide major reductions in 
payload size and weight. 

Finding #4: Opportunities for payload-booster transition are 
currently not fully coordinated to maximize the cost-benefit to the 
Government. 

The introduction of new space launch capabilities must be timed properly to 
realize cost-effective transitions of spacecraft to the new capabilities. 
Redesigning satellites to fly on new boosters is extremely costly, delays the 
satellite program, and often does not improve satellite capability. The 
movement of payloads onto and then off the Space Shuttle is the case in 
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I 

occur for heavy lift in the years 2005-2007 2009 and ^ . 

OLO of nlw spacelift systems occurs at the satellites' transuron ponU. 

J *•      &A.    Tf a new or evolved space launch system is 

payZoad 6Z0CÄ cÄan^es and/or new starts. 

2. Critical Drivers of Cost, Capability, or Operations 

Finding #5:  Increased cost of failure demands greater emphasis be 

placed improving reliability. 

lost opportunity costs that ^^"^uwte   M JNationmoved onto 

SäSsis.sÄ.'- -' "d 

Keccnmcuiarto,, #5: Support and sustain funding for launch system 
and infrastructure reliability improvements. 

Finding #6: Operation« costs per launch for Titan IV are significant 

and rising. 

M »«• 1— "i •»• Tr^z"Ä.iä*«"E 
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and the number of personnel, particularly those involved in Titan RDT&E, 
should diminish. If the number of Titan IV launches per year remains very 
small, it would be appropriate to consider closing or putting into a backup 
mode one of the East Coast Titan .IV launch pads. 

Recommendation #6: Aggressively restructure and streamline Titan 
launch base operations to reduce current and future operations costs. 

Finding #7: A cross-sector process to collect, coordinate, and 
consolidate space launch requirements does not exist. 

The most fundamental driver of space launch capability is the set of space 
launch requirements, yet there are widely differing views and definitions of 
these throughout the four space sectors. No forum or mechanism has been 
available to coordinate intersector launch requirements, which has hampered 
the Executive Branch's ability to articulate needs and sustain support for 
spacelift modernization. A cross-sector process that balances performance, 
sustainability, reliability, and cost-effectiveness, such as the Quality 
Function Deployment used in this study, would greatly facilitate a national 
consensus on where this country should go in space launch. The results of 
the QFD process performed during the Study form the basis for follow-on 
work in this area. 

Recommendation #7: Institutionalize a process to gain and sustain 
community agreement on requirements and associated metrics. 

Finding #8: The DOD core space launch technology program is 
significantly underfunded and externally constrained, which has 
hindered opportunities for space launch modernization. 

Future capability depends on the availability of technology, but space launch 
technology has suffered in terms of quality and quantity such that current 
modernization options are limited. Much of the technology work has been 
accomplished in major programs (ALS, NLS) that no longer exist. Other 
work is specifically directed such that it cannot be refocused on the most 
pressing technology issues. Overall space -launch technology funding has 
decreased, and the amount available for core technology, such as engines and 
structures, is a small fraction of the total. While the emphasis in launch 
technology has traditionally been on performance, in the future, greater focus 
on technology to decrease cost is needed. Core technology needs to be 
increased in the near term; FY 94 ARPA funding should be used to enhance 
the core DOD launch technology program, consistent with congressional 

gt 
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applicable to future reusable vehicles. 

Recommendation #10: DOD should lead and fund a cooperative effort, 
with NASA and industry, to investigate the use of Russian engines and 
engine technology in future ELVs. 

Finding #11: There exists general consensus on the potential 
benefits of a new reusable system; however, there are widely 
divergent views on timing, approach, cost, and risk. 

A fully reusable launch system is an intriguing concept to all the space 
sectors and industry alike. It offers the potential benefits of responsiveness, 
reliability, operability, and very low cost per flight, which are universally 
agreed to be desirable. However, the feasibility of achieving those benefits is 
uncertain. Based on its needs to continue human spaceflight and provide 
options to replace the Shuttle, NASA should be assigned the lead for 
reusables with DOD maintaining a cooperative reusable program. On the 
other hand, DOD should lead in the ELV arena. Each agency should manage 
and fund efforts within their respective areas of responsibility. To prove the 
concept, sustain support, and enable lower risk entry into system 
development, the reusable technology program should include flight 
demonstrations. 

Recommendation Ml:   Pursue a cooperative NASA/DOD technology 
maturation effort that includes experimental flight demonstrations. 

Finding #12: DOD and NASA space launch program coordination 
needs to be improved. 

While the civil and defense space programs are clearly separate and distinct, 
space launch is an area of common interest and interdependence that needs 
interagency coordination. In particular; organizational roles in launch 
vehicle technology need to be denned and coordinated to avoid confusion and 
overlap. The Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordination Board (AACB) has 
been used in the past for high-level DOD/NASA coordination, but in recent 
years the Board has been used infrequently. In addition to improved 
DOD/NASA oversight, coordination with other Executive departments is 
likewise important. 

Recommendation #12A: Assign DOD the lead role in expendable 
launch vehicles and NASA the lead in reusables. 
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Simulations and surveillance systems. 

to Ä ^t uncertain -d in <^*^£SZ& 

concepts are not yet proven. 

The Goverrunent is clearly -king =ss^ its support of theJJ-S 

commercial launch industry  and    houUJ*£™ for «.^da! 

at this time. 
^ *•      *7*-  DOD should continue to monitor development 

TZTm^ZZ^ tarfcet but not take an active lea<hng 

role. 

4   Current Operations Enhancement Areas 

air operations.   Simtlarly•^Ä^,  faculties,  operations   and 
maintained   on  launch  vehicles,   equip        • ,   organized, and 
processes.   This information, h"^^s ts usef raises costs, and 
^consistently collected and ^aly^whA irdnbri. ^ ^ ^^ 

t&^Zlt^EZ**- of the information to support 

operations and sustainment decisions. 

Commendation «* ***** « standardized program for metrics, 
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data collection, and supporting analysis. 

Finding #15:   There is a lack of standardization within Air. Force I 
space launch systems and operations. °* 

1 LI 

Standardization at the launch bases is lacking in areas beyond just data. I 
The launch  systems  and  operations  themselves  are  different at  Cape i     c 

Canaveral Air Station than at Vandenberg Air Force Base. Each launch base j     v 

developed its own procedures when launch was under R&D management. I     * 
Notwithstanding   the   transfer  of the   launch   bases   to   an   operational 1 
command, the unique systems and operations remain.    Air Force Space i 
Command launch wings, system program offices, and NASA should work ] 
together to define and implement a common set of standards. ! 

Recommendation #15: Develop a standard set of procedures, systems, 
interfaces, processes, and infrastructure across all the launch bases. 
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J. Concluding Remarks 

mile this stupes r=^^0SrtÄ^ = 

do we create options for the ™£e . ^^wy. 0n innovative funding 

p^emng future options by investing in enabhng technology. 

«ft. fcey ooUfaW caPa&.My for *«j**^£ Corrected, will have 
space. Serious defiances in *?»>«""* *J*™ While resources to 
profound impacts on the Nations ^J^^^ent to improve 
correct these problems WÜ1 be l^d-a l<mg^te^7ath is chosen must 
cost and operational effectiveness « essentia -^^ £* ,       term pian. 

^m= ä^Sä* --r^rÄ^rr 
The choice remains open. 
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PUBLIC LAW 103-160 - NOV. 30,1993 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994. 

An Act 

SECTION 213. SPACE LAUNCH MODERNIZATION PLAN. 

,i ,TV Secretarv of Defense shall develop a plan that 
(a) PLAN REQUIRED.   - 0) The Secretary o. moderniMtion „f space 

^Ushes and clearly defines priority goals and mnestona^ ^ ^ ^^ as , 

touch capabilities for the Department °f ^^Jf/aUocate funds for a new space 
whole. The plan shall spectfy '*«^(£~™ initiative in the next future-years defense 
touch vehicle or other major space launch deve opm ^ 

r^-ÄXÄ* ^ * *e ™ of the 0,teof sc 
, ^Technoiogy Pohcy^ subn.( ^ ^ Congress „ the same hme in 1994 that the 

(b) ALLOCATION OF FUNDS  - Of^ the amo Undersecretary 0f Defense 

«.ion Ml. $35,000,000 shall be «^*E*fc£Ä. «* evaluation of new non-ma. 
for Acquisition andTechnology fc.e*ch. develop ^ obligatcd or expended 

1 S^Ä= ÄÄehicIe system hn existence as of the date of the 

maC%\^nÄ^TIvailab,e for the single-stage rochet technology (SSRT) 

program, including -^ .^ ^ ^ ^ of ^ SSRT progIam begun in «he Ballistic Missile 

design-tS^^ appUcations to 

: ÄSäjOOO shall be available for similar tashs related to expendable launch veluc.es, 

including - Avnendable space launch vehicles; (A) concept stud.es for new expendable sp s (0 suppon 

(B) data base developmen on/^^   le c
8
0sts; and 

***»^^*£%?^^£* chamber component applicattons to 
(C) examination of expenaaoie engm* 
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achieve advanced producibility, cost, and durability information needed for improved 
designs. 
(c) REQUIREMENTS REGARDING DEVELOPMENT OF NEW LAUNCH 

VEHICLES. - If the space launch plan under subsection (a) identifies a new, non-rrian-rated 
expendable or reusable launch vehicle technology for development or acquisition, the Secretary 
shall explore innovative government-industry funding, management, and acquisition strategies to 
minimize the cost and time involved. 

(d) COST REDUCTION REQUIREMENT. - The plan shall provide for a means of 
reducing the cost of producing existing launch vehicles at current and projected production rates 
below the current estimates of the costs for those production rates. 

(e) STUDY OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN 
SPACE LAUNCH VEHICLES. - (1) The Secretary of Defense shall conduct a comprehensive 
study of the differences between existing United States and foreign expendable space launch 
vehicles in order- 

(A) to identify specific differences in the design, manufacture, processing, and 
overall management and infrastructure of such space launch vehicles; and 

(B) to determine the approximate effect of the differences on the relative cost, 
reliability, and operational' efficiency of such space launch vehicles. 
(2) The Secretary shall consult with the Administrator of the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration and, as appropriate, the heads of other Federal agencies and appropriate 
personnel of United States industries and academic institutions in carrying out the study. 

(3) The Secretary shall submit to Congress a report of the results of the study no later 
than October 1,1994. 

.! 
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Appendix 2: 
Terms of Reference for the Space Launch 

Modernization Plan 



THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC   20301*3000 

■V 

23 DEC 1993 
rauismoN 

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (POLICY) 
VICE CHAIRMAN JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (RESEARCH, 

DEVELOPMENT & ACQUISITION) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (RESEARCH, 

DEVELOPMENT & ACQUISITION) 
DIRECTOR ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY 
DIRECTOR BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE OFFICE 
DIRECTOR NATIONAL RECONAISSANCE OFFICE 

SUBJECT: Space Launch Modernization Plan 

The Fiscal Year 1994 Defense Authorization Act tasks the Secretary of Defense to develop a 

plan to establish priorities, goals, and milestones for the modernization of space launch capabilities 
for the Department of Defense or, if appropriate, the Government as a whole. It also directs the 
Department of Defense to examine requirements for a new launch system, means of reducing 
production costs for current launch systems, and the differences between U.S. and foreign launch 
systems. 

I have asked the Air Force to lead a study group under the chairmanship of Lt General 
Thomas S. Moorman Jr., Vice Commander of Air Force Space Command to produce this plan. The 
terms of reference for this activity is attached. Since this issue cuts across the Defense Department 
as well as other government agencies, it is essential the group be as representative as possible. To 
that end, I would like to ask for your support by providing a full rime participant to the working 
group as well as representation on a Steering Group of senior executives. The study will commence 
in early January and will be completed no later than April 1,1994. 

The first meeting of the working group will be on Wednesday January 5, 1994,. starting at 
0900, at the Anser Corporation Complex, at the Crystal Gateway. Please provide the names of your 
representatives to SAF/AQS, Brig General Sebastian Coglitore at (703) 695-1904 (DSN 225-1904) 
and FAX (703) 697-5663. We look forward to your participation in this effort. 

Attachment 
■ 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
FOR THE 

SPACE LAUNCH MODERNIZATION PLAN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Spacelift system are the enabling foundation ft,^ ^£^J££. 
commercial activities in space.    Over the past   everal years   a „u bmties   and 

examined  and  identified  senous   deficiencies  in  U.S.   spa«^ ^ncn      p rf action t0 
competitiveness.   To date, there » no consensus on the appropnate co rtment rf 

remedy these deficiencies.    Recognizing this, Congress has tasked tn 
Defense to build a Spacelift Modernization Plan. 

II. PURPOSE 

A Study Group wii. convene in earfly Januaryto add^ the =o„gressiona, *£**£ 

Study Group's task is to a-elop a P an t>mMe V™^J2*«*i the examination 

£S<Va^^^^^^ 
III. ORGANIZATION 

^—s^^ 

S-r: SSSÄÄt»-^-.  &- orations 
w.11 be responsible for any travel required by their representatives. 

The StaerinB and Working Groups will include, but are not fluted to, representatives of the 

following organizations: 

pfrPTt.mftnt of Defense 
Office of the Undersecretary of Defense (Policy) 
Office of the Undersecretary of Defense (Acquisition and Technology) 
Ballistic Missile Defense Office 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Secretary of the Air Force 
Headquarters U.S. Air Force 
Air Force Space Command 

Ptih°T ftnvftrnmpnt. Apftncies _ 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Department of Commerce 
Department of Transportation 
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IV. PRODUCTS 

SPACE LAUNCH MODERNIZATION PLAN. The Study Group will recommend an 
executable plan for improving the Nation's spacelift capabilities. Building this plan will 
require examination of the following areas: 

Spacelift System Requirements. The Study Group will conduct a comprehensive review of 
spacelift requirements for all national space sectors (military, intelligence, civil, and 
commercial) with the objective of examining and recommending whether the Department of 
Defense should allocate funds for a new expendable or reusable spacelift system, or 
improvements to the current fleet of expendable launch vehicles. The Study Group will 
evaluate a National Spacelift Requirements Process with the objective of developing 
national consensus on the approach for developing new spacelift systems. 

Past Studies. The Study Group will conduct a comprehensive review of past studies 
highlighting the deficiencies of current spacelift systems and recommending improvements 
for future systems. 

Reducing Production Costs for Current Spacelift Systems. With industry cooperation, the 
Study Group will examine means of reducing production costs for existing expendable 
launch vehicles at current-and projected production rates below the current estimates of the 
costs for those production rates. 

Spacelift Technology Development Efforts. The Study Group will conduct a comprehensive 
review of all ongoing spacelift technology development efforts currently under way in the 
United States. 

New Spacelift System Development. If the Study Group recommends that the Department 
of Defense should fund development or acquisition of a new expendable or reusable spacelift 
system, then they will identify requirements for such a system. 

Innovative Funding and Management. The Study Group will examine and recommend how 
to fund and mange development and acquisition of a new spacelift system through 
cooperation among DOD, national security, NASA, and commercial industry to minimize 
acquisition costs and development lead time. 

COMPARISON WITH FOREIGN SYSTEMS, The Study Group will report on the 
differences between existing U.S. and foreign expendable launch vehicles in terms of design, 
manufacturing, processing, overall management, and infrastructure to assess the effects of 
each specific difference on cost, reliability, and operational effectiveness. 

V. DURATION OF EFFORT 

The Study Group will prepare the Spacelift Modernization Plan for approval by USD(A&T) 
within 90 days. The Study Group will prepare the report comparing U.S. and foreign space 
launch systems for approval by USD(A&T) by 1 October 1994. 
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Appendix 3: Study Membership/Support 

Organization, 
StudiChäirSian. 
Vice_Cbairman_ 

AF 

AFMC 

AFSPC 

_ARPA_ 
BMDO 

Joint Staff 

"NASA" 

NAVSPACECOM. 
SAF 

USpjA&T)_ 
USSPACECOM 

         rn^^tiolT(T«hl^aTs^pp^ Aerospace Corporation ^ 

"ANSER (TechnkaTs^pport) 

 Name  
j^cn Thomas MoormanjL 

Pnl William Files  
Maj Gen Richard Scofield 

Col S. Peter Worden 
Col Christopher Wain 

Lt Col Stephen Wojcicki 
MSgt Edward Fuller 

T^r- .WrianKatz_ 

Mr. Robert Steele 
Lt Col David Lewis 

Capt Heather Knight 
LtThari Summers— 

Lt Col Michael Hamel 
Lt Col Randall Joshn 

Lt Col Timothy Roberts 
Lt Col Robert Worley 
Maj Victor Villhard   _ 

ur»l Michael Francis. 
Maj Jess Sponable 

_MaiLajriOrtega^ 
Lt Col David Hyland 

UC^IDou^lasJiowak. 
Mr. Mike Lyons 

Mr. Ronald Hams 
Mr. Gary Krier 

Mr.ArmisWorlund 
Mr. Joel Blum 

Ms Barbara Fratzeky 
Mr, Joseph Hamaker 

Mr. Uwe Hueter 
M*- Sieve Richards. 

Mr Krir. Nichols _ 
Col Charles Banta 
Col William Savage 

LtColPatBeauchamp 
Lt Col Gary Siegel 

Maj Sidney Kimhan 
Maj Randy Turner 
Capt Scott Swanson 

CapiPj^icia_Wilk^rson_ 

Pr p^hardWeiss__ 
Lt Col Michael Coyle 

MaiToddTravas__ 
Mr. Allen Goldstein 
nr Peter Pnrtanova 

Mr. MaTk Berube 
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Appendix 4: Steering Group Membership 

Organization Name 
Air Force Mrs. Darlene Druyun 

Army Lt Gen Don Lionetti 
ARPA Dr. Gary Denman 

Mr. Ron Murphy 
BMDO Lt Gen Mai O'Neill 
DOC Mr. Keith Calhoun-Senghour 
DOT Mr. Frank Weaver 
JCS Brig Gen Tom Twomey 

NASA Mr. Jack Lee 
Mr. Arnie Aldrich 

Navy Mr. Peter Wilhelm 
NRO Mr. Jimmie Hill 

USDCA&T) Dr. George Schneiter 
USD(P) Mr. Gil Klinger 

USSPACECOM VAdm Dave Frost 
OSTP (Observer) Mr. Rich DalBello 
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